
Practise in Paradise



Designed by Jose Maria Olazabal, renowned for his short game prowess, Velaa Golf Academy 
is a golfing experience like no other, designed to create bespoke memories whatever your 
wishes.

With nine different tees, six greens, seven bunkers, and a lake in the wonderful turquoise hues 
the Maldives is famous for, Velaa Golf Academy by Olazabal provides an unequalled backdrop 
to develop your game on this unique private island.

Velaa Gof Academy prides itself on tailoring golf lessons to the individual, focusing on the 
areas required for improvement. Velaa Island resident professionals are fully PGA qualified 
and are highly experienced in teaching all levels of golfers.

The indoor teaching studio allows you to practice or take instruction whatever the weather. 
With its retractable doors you are able to enjoy hitting from an air conditioned studio whilst 
still playing to the greens outside.



“The Maldives. A vacation paradise, but space for golf? Of course…but forget 7,500 yards and 
5 hour rounds and think entertainment and fun, think game improvement, think family time 
having fun enjoying excellent facilities tailored to what you want to do.

A putting competition with my kids…. Hone my short game in the sun….. learn some new 
skills…. Beat my wife over a pitch and putt course. All are possible. Velaa Private Island gave 
us part of their treasured island for a very special golf
academy. It has been our goal to create an experience that guests will find hard to leave. The 
essence is to create the experience you want.

Rip a driver? Try our state of the art simulator. Introduce the family to the game…try our 
putting green and tailored made tuition programmes. Perfect the lob wedge….get one on one 
tuition with all the latest technology to give feedback the way you want it.

Nine different tees, six greens, seven bunkers, and a lake in the wonderful turquoise colour the 
Maldives are so famous for provide me the template the envy of any painter to conceive and 
develop your unique private experience.

Serious golfer? Putting, chipping, and pitching. The wedges. Trouble shots, bunkers, water, 
rough. Iron play from short to mid and long irons. Additionally, you will find a swing studio 
equipped with the latest gadgets.

I invite you to experience it for yourself and I hope you will find it to be a precious little gem.”
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PAR 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 27

COURSE 2



FLIGHTSCOPE

FlightScope is the world’s first ever 3D tracking radar for providing genuinely useful feedback 
to help enhance your golf game. FlightScope provides insight into club head speed, club path, 
vertical and horizontal swing plane, carry distance, total distance, shot height, flight time, ball 
spin and more



V1 TEACHING SYSTEM

V1 Pro is the No. 1 video swing analysis system in golf. From local golf pros to top PGA 
instructors, thousands of golfers’ swings are analyzed and improved each year using V1 Pro. 
Have your swing videoed, analyzed and sent to your smartphone at the press
of a button.

SAM PUTT LAB

The newest piece of technology which is sure to help all golfers with their putting woes is 
the SAM PuttLab. SAM PuttLab uses Ultra Sound to measure 28 parameters of your putting 
stroke and rate the efficiency. We are able to detect weakness and also strengths in your 
putting stroke within only 10 putts. Once we have this information we can proceed with the 
lesson and work
on improving your putting. PuttLab can then be used to track your progress.

E6 GOLF SIMULATOR

E6Golf is the most authentic and realistic golf simulation software available. E6Golf has 85 
World Class Courses, each have been accurately replicated down to the finest detail. Whether 
you are playing the Old Course at St.Andrews or Pebble Beach in California, each Golf Course 
plays like the real thing.



UNIQUE GOLF MOMENTS ON THE BEACH

Learn how to master the driver on the World’s largest fairway! 
Enjoy a Driver Masterclass with our resident golf professional.

Please contact the Golf Academy or your butler for more details.



UNIQUE GOLF MOMENTS IN THE SEA

Hone your short game skills with the ultimate Island green. Our resident 
professional will sharpen your wedge game and get you hitting 

even the smallest targets.

Please contact the Golf Academy or your butler for more details.



VELAA GOLF COLLECTION

The Golf Academy retails Adidas polo shirts, Oakley sunglasses,
an assortment of golfing souvenirs including caps, hats and golf balls.

Please visit the Golf Academy for more details or contact your butler.

Open daily from 9am – 6pm.



All prices are quoted in US Dollars and subject to a 10% service charge & all applicable government tax.
Children under the age of 12 are eligible for a 50% discount off the price list between 10:00 & 16:00.

Cancelation policy: Cancelations three hours before the reservation will not be charged. Cancelations within 3 hours 
of the reservation will be charged at 50%. Failure to cancel will result in the reservation being charged at 100%.

All complimentary lesson program hours to be taken between 10:00-16:00.

PRICE LIST

PLAY OR PRACTICE, WITHOUT THE RESIDENT PROFESSIONAL

Complimentary 20 minute Golf Experience  
(Per villa, available on your first visit to the academy)  

Golf Moment Practice  (1 hour / per person)  100  $

Golf Moment On Course -   150 $
(1 hour / per person - Including glove and 3 Titleist Pro V1 balls)

Caddy rental  (per hour)  100 $

LESSON PROGRAMS WITH RESIDENT PROFESSIONAL

30 min for 1 person  150 $

30 min for additional person  50 $

60 min for 1 person  300 $

60 min for additional person  100 $

2 x 1 hour lesson for 1 person  600 $
(including 1 complimentary hour on course)  

2 x 1 hour lesson for 2 - 4 people  800 $
(including 1 complimentary hour on course)  

5 x 1 hour lesson for 1 person  1 500 $
(including 4 complimentary hours on course)  

5 x 1 hour lesson for 2 - 4 people  2 000 $
(including 4 complimentary hours on course)  


